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Abstract

Districts must provide successful cost-effective
programs for students who are failing.

One method that

has proven both cost effective and successful is
tutoring by staff, community volunteers, and students.
The study investigated the tutoring practices in 45
schools and large unit districts in Illinois. As
implemented, neither peer nor cross-age tutoring
followed a predictable pattern. Results indicated that
the most comon type of tutoring was after-school with
remedial activities focusing on math and reading and
taught by certified staff. The study described some of
the design and administrative features that shape the
programs, discussed possible implications for minority
constituencies, and listed schools with programs that
others may find helpful.
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Chapter I
Overview of the Project
Introduction
The publication of A Nation at Risk (1983) created
an emphasis on standards for all schools. Subsequent
national goals(l990) made it even more incumbent upon
districts to provide effective programming. Using local
and standardized assessments, a number of districts
have begun to examine whether all students are learning
and being served. The resulting data regarding student
performance should affect subsequent school improvement
plans.
What must a district do when students fail to meet
standards and expectations? It must provide ways to
supplement current services. Programs such as Chapter
l/Title I have existed since 1965. They show that
helping students who fall behind has long been
recognized as important. Research supports practice,
for it has shown one of the most effective and cheapest
ways to address student failure is through some form of
tutoring (Slavin et al, 1992).
Two claims can be made for tutoring as a way to
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One is that students learn well

from each other during peer tutoring.

The second claim

is that the longest lasting effects of tutoring are
achieved by elementary adult-tutored programs such as
Reading Recovery. There is also evidence that a one on
one tutoring program works well with students
regardless of its format.

Teachers as tutors may also

accomplish longer-lasting results.
While there are many examples of tutoring
involving elementary students, there are fewer studies
of peer or cross-age tutoring for middle level
students. The additional support given by any form of
tutoring may spell the difference between success and
failure for many students at this crucial time in their
development.

Background of Tutoring in Danville, Illinois
The after school tutoring program as it exists at
the two Danville, Illinois middle schools has existed
since the funding of the TAOEP (Truancy Alternative and
Optional Education) program in 1988. Since that time
the schedule of sessions has been modified as needed.
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During 1993-94 the South View Middle School sessions
were held from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. They were on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays beginning in late
September and continuing through the end of the school
year. At North Ridge Middle School tutoring hours were
similar, but two sessions were also held before school
from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
High schoolers were tutored in the library from 3:00 to
4:00 p.m. During 1993-94, this schedule was altered to
accommodate the alternative education students who
worked after school.

Tutoring was offered from 10:00

a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on Saturdays.
The tutoring program has evolved in a slightly
different way at the elementary schools. Individual
schools have placed more or less emphasis on skills
other than in the core subjects. Sessions have been
offered in art, choral music, foreign language and
crafts at the request of parents and students.
At the middle and high schools, summaries are
presented to the Director of Special Programs at
semester's and year's end. These become part of the
final report to the state as a requirement of continued
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funding. At the elementary level any reporting is a
function of grant requirements for their program.

Statement of the Problem
There has been no formal or systematic evaluation
of either the quality of results of tutoring or the
characteristics that produce the best results for
students. No evaluation has examined the conditions
that promote success through tutoring. Schools
questioned were unaware of the existence of similar
programs in the area or state. They had either never
been in contact with other tutoring programs or had
done so informally. Consequently, programs may not
address the needs of students or tutors.

Assumptions
The study assumes that all districts have entered
into tutoring programs believing that gains will be
made by students and that those attending the sessions
accurately reflect the numbers of students, both
minority and majority, who wish to participate.

It

also assumes that the opportunity to participate was

6
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extended to all students, and that no one was excluded
who met program requirements as stated by the provider.
It is also assumed that tutors had sufficient subject
matter expertise so they could teach the material. The
final assumption was that results submitted were the
actual numbers recorded for the time periods specified.

Limitations of the Study
Factors not under investigation and out of the
control of this study would be student mobility into
and out of the program, and the percentage of minority
students who qualified for tutoring but did not attend.
The study was also limited by whether the school or
district student handbook required that students who
participate in athletics or other extra-curricular
activities are required to attend tutoring in order to
regain or retain eligibility.
Variables not under investigation, and which are
themselves possible subjects for further studies, are
such factors as the number of siblings who also attend
tutoring, teacher perceptions of tutees as teachable or
not, and differences in student cognitive styles.

An
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sidelight for future study at the middle school level
might be the effect of gender of tutors on the
improvement rate of tutees.

Operational Definitions
For purposes of clarity the following operational
definitions were used:
Tutor. A helper, academic coach who may or may not
be a certified teacher or district employee.
Peer tutoring. Help provided by individuals of the
same grade or age level working together.
Cross-age tutoring. Help provided by individuals
of different ages or grade levels working together.
Thus cross-age tutoring may refer to a middle school
student working with an elementary student, a high
schooler helping a junior high student, and so on.
Cross-Age 1.

A reference to Certified Staff

tutoring students.
Cross-Age 2/Mentoring.

A reference to Community

Members helping students.
Cross-Age 3.

This will refer to students in

higher grades helping lower grades.
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A reference to students in lower

grades working with students in higher grades.
Tutee.

An individual who receives the services of

a tutor for academic or non-academic skill improvement.
Tutoring.

The practice of providing academic

encouragement and help.
Mentoring.

Academic or non-academic advising

provided by a more experienced adult.
Extended Day Program.

Tutoring offered outside

the regular school day. It may be before or after
school or during the summer.
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI)

Skills-based

tutoring using computers within or outside the
classroom setting.
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Chapter II
Rationale and Review of the Literature
Rationale
A growing body of evidence refutes the suggestion
that school failure is inevitable.

Some researchers

contend programs and practices that have the strongest
evidence of effectiveness are already available and
replicable (Slavin et al, 1993).
In spite of efforts, retention rates have
continued to be high, and the average graduation rate
has remained fairly constant in Illinois.

In 1993 the

graduation rate was 78.0% according to the state report
card.

This indicates that a group of students remain

alienated and unserved by traditional methods. Class
size reduction has been part of a plan in Danville to
get students off to a good start.

As an intervention,

it is not adequate according to research (Word et al,
1990 and Nye et al, 1991). It is also costly.
What does tutoring as an alternative offer? It
offers an opportunity to provide additional help in a
manner that is both fiscally responsible and socially
beneficial.

Because tutoring promises results at lower
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cost, an examination of practices in Danville seemed
warranted as current programs have evolved without
either plan or purpose. Reason suggests successful
programs have certain characteristics. Identification
of these qualities in programs elsewhere would help
redesign tutoring in Danville and impact the
performance of underachievers particularly at the
middle school level.

Review of Literature
Any discussion of the practice of tutoring would
be incomplete without a discussion of standards,
restructuring, or equity since they represent the
context into which any tutoring program is placed.
In 1981, Terrel Bell, the first secretary of
education appointed by President Reagan, appointed the
National Commission on Excellence in Education.

Its

report published in April, 1983, pointed out the
apparent chaos of American education. The ten years
since the publication of that report have seen a marked
change in schools and the establishment of national
goals and standards.

The latter have been an attempt
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to promote equality of opportunity and higher
achievement for all and to enable students to judge
individual performance against state and national
measures.
Setting these standards was to be the beginning of
education reform according to much of the literature
written about reform. Yet the range of efforts, as
school districts have struggled with systemic change,
has not brought about the advances in student learning
that were expected. If one looks at one popular gauge
of success, SAT scores, student learning has declined.
Some educators feel this decline in average SAT scores
actually misrepresents the truth about students who
take this test.

Since 1971 the median test taker has

dropped from the seventy-ninth percentile in class rank
to the seventy-third percentile.
the average verbal score was 424.

On the SATs in 1980
Though it rose

slightly in mid-decade, it had returned to 424 by 1990.
Of all seniors, eight percent more took the SATs in
1990 than in 1980. In fact some supporters have
hastened to point out that this was not bad. The pool
of test-takers had increased (Fowles, 1993) because
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more students believed a college education was
achievable.
Raebeck (1994) suggests that schools labor under a
myth,

"the myth of the bell curve" (762) .

If educators

subscribe to this myth, they in effect support the
belief that there is not enough success to go around.
There are students who should fail because they do not
measure up to certain standards.

Yet the same

educators have difficulty accepting that if the bell
curve applies to students, it must also apply to
teachers.

They may argue for diffusion of success in

the student body but have trouble accepting the same
index for staff members.

If the business of education

is teaching, then education also fails when students
fail to learn.
As Ravitch points out, the discussion of student
engagement and motivation has been absent from much of
the discussion either on school quality or student
achievement.

In her view this has been a curious

omission. Even if standards are established and school
staffs succeed in restructuring schools, and if teacher
quality is improved, the result may be little or no
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improvement. Students must also increase the level of
their effort. It is the students who must learn more,
and they who must do the work. In the summary produced
after the 1990 conference on student motivation,

"Hard

Work and High Expectations", Ravitch reiterated that
unless the untapped power of student effort and
engagement is activated, the benefits of the new
reforms will not be realized (Tomlinson, 1992) .
As Carl Grant indicated, when reform is discussed
the talk is generally about the subject areas of
science, math, geography and so on.

There is not an

awareness of the fact that education is dealing with
diverse students. Schools want excellence, but there is
little discussion about equity and multicultural
education.

These areas must be included in discussion

about school improvement (Grant, 1992). The results of
a study by the National Assessment for Educational
Progress (NAEP) reveal significant gaps between the
achievement of black and white students at grades four,
eight, and twelve (Stevens, 1993). Though the
achievement gap separating poor and minority children
has declined by nearly half, projected demographics
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show the trend is now reversing according to the
National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES)
Incarceration has always been a favored measure for
failure. In fact in 1992, the most recent year for
which data are available, more than twice as many black
males between the ages of eighteen and twenty four were
enrolled in college as were incarcerated (Sommerfield,
1994) .
Though educators may use the terms school
improvement and

school restructuring interchangeably,

they are not synonymous.

School improvement suggests

smaller incremental changes in identified areas such as
curriculum or assessment. Restructuring supports major
changes that have one central objective-- meaningful
learning for all students. This is the broad context
into which the discussion of tutoring falls.
How then does this national situation impact
Illinois and Danville schools? As Richard Smelter
believes, the broad brush of "political correctness"
has been applied to every school in Illinois. All
schools, including those with high drop-out rates and
poor academics, have been subjected to the
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accreditation process, its mound of paperwork and
bureaucracy. He also notes that when state money is
spread too wide, schools that are the most in need
receive only a fraction of what they could use. Those
who have few problems may receive little money but
still have the burden of the paperwork that usually
accompanies such funding (Smelter, 1993). During the
past fifteen years, the amount spent on K-12 education
has risen by approximately thirty percent.

Most of

this went to "special" education programs, insurance,
and retirement funds. Nonetheless, problems with
finances and resources should not be used as excuses
for maintaining the status quo (Huelskamp, 1993) .
Part of the rationale for the recommendation by
the Commission on Chapter 1 (1992) is the belief that
education has systematically expected less of urban and
rural schools with concentrations of poverty.
who need the most, the least is given.

To those

They receive

fewer materials, fewer well-trained teachers and little
actual instructional time.

The Commission's findings,

along with its mission statement, will change the way
Chapter 1, the primary fund source for paid tutoring,
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operates. Prior to reauthorization, student eligibility
was based on educational need. Current legislation has
based eligibility on income qualification. The formula
amendment, sponsored by Senator Hatch of Utah and
subsequently passed, boosted funds for thirty-eight
states at the expense of eight others. With a child
poverty rate of 16.7%, funding in Illinois will be
lowered by one-half of one percent.
Nevertheless, districts must still face the
challenge of fiscal accountability and responsibility
in the light of these new mandates and reform
initiatives.

Administrators are responsible for more

results with the same or fewer dollars. Thus the need
exists to identify effective strategies and resources
that serve a rapidly expanding number of youth
requiring extra services (Compton and Baizerman, 1991) .
A pressing realization is that dropouts and inmates of
prisons share a common characteristic.

They cannot

read above a sixth grade level and do not have a high
school diploma. One fact remains constant.

Districts

must strengthen efforts to give students a second
chance, not only when they want to resume schooling
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later in life, but while they are still in school. One
promising strategy is tutoring.
Tutoring, in its cross-age or peer format,
a new instructional support practice.

is not

It was first

utilized in the nineteenth century by Joseph Lancaster
and Andrew Bell as a way to educate the masses.
Lancaster, a Quaker schoolmaster, and Bell, an Anglican
clergyman, each claimed to be the one to have invented
the practice.

Lancaster, however, refined the idea

into a practical system. He assigned one monitor to
work with ten students in arithmetic, reading, and
penmanship.

This practice supported Lancaster's theory

that children learned most efficiently from one another
(Rekrut, 1994).
Tutoring enjoyed a resurgence in the 1970's as a
way of stretching dwindling resources. It continues to
enjoy support by districts for the same reasons today.
To practitioners in crowded classrooms, tutoring
affords an opportunity to be everywhere at once.

Its

major drawback is that absolute control has to be given
up as a trade off. The most powerful reason for
tutoring's success is that it occurs in a natural
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setting that is social, cooperative, and conducive to
human learning (Berliner and Casanova, 1990).

This

kind of collaboration allows even high ability and high
achieving students to view peer tutoring as a fair
learning practice that affords them opportunity equal
to that of students of lesser ability (Thorkildsen,
1993) .
All children need a firm foundation in reading
early in their school careers.

Remediation at a later

date is very difficult and produces fewer results.
Lloyd (1988) and Kelly et al (1964) found that third
graders are extremely unlikely to complete high school
if they have failed one or more grades.

Of course,

success in the earlier grades is no guarantee of
continued success, but Slavin (1992) found that for
many students, failure in the early grades virtually
guaranteed later failure.
Many elementary reading studies exist, but there
are relatively few studies involving middle or junior
high students and its payback as tutors and tutees. The
facts argue for maintenance of intervention strategies
similar to those begun in the elementary grades. One
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possible explanation for the existence of the many
elementary reading studies is that reading is so
important to the acquisition of knowledge in other
subjects. Researchers have attempted to answer various
questions, and several findings are evident. The most
obvious is that many elements of reading are amenable
to instruction and practice.

Students of any age can

be tutors or tutees and any level of achiever may serve
as a tutor (Rekrut, 1994).
There is also little disagreement that the
consequences of early failure are severe and pervasive.
Longitudinal studies have found that disadvantaged
third graders who fail one or more grades are extremely
unlikely to complete high school (Lloyd, 1978 and Kelly
et al, 1964 cited in Slavin, 1992). Early success does
not guarantee success throughout school, but such
failure predisposes students to fail later and it is a
cycle that merits interruption. Significant problems
continue to exist among minority youth and in urban
areas because of early school failure.

Only 70% of

black students and 50% of Hispanic students graduate
from high school within the typical four year period
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(Huelskamp, 1993). By age twenty-five, some have
returned to optional or alternative programs. That
number continues to rise slightly as more optional
education programs are instituted. In 1993 alone more
than 34,400 students benefitted from truancy
intervention and optional education services according
to truancy statistics sent to Danville schools.
Peer tutoring is simply a form of cooperative
learning and the easiest of the multiple intelligence
strategies to implement (Armstrong, 1994).

What makes

it unique is that students, as tutors, are responsible
for ensuring their peers achieve certain goals.

Tutor

and tutee both learn from this interaction. Retention
from a lecture is only about 5% percent while retention
from teaching another is around 90% (Allison et al,
1992). For middle school students at an important time
in their development, this can be crucial. They learn
to share, take turns, and show respect for others. TheY
have a chance to operate as a team in preparation for
real-life situations.
Levin, Glass, and Meister (1984) found pupil to
pupil tutoring at an average cost per student of one
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hundred dollars was also cheaper and more effective
than either computer-aided instruction, reduced class
sizes, or increased instructional time.

Compared with

tutoring which may be free, if by volunteers, or at an
hourly rate of $16.25, the beginning teacher salary for
the current school year is $21,000 and the lowest
aide's salary is slightly over $7,500. The choice is
understandable.
There are examples in the literature that tutoring
works.

Using the peer tutoring system it had

previously used in the Juniper Gardens Project (1965),
the University of Kansas duplicated results in four
schools in Northern Israel in 1987.

Tutoring consisted

of a "tutor" spending ten minutes on spelling words,
reading a list of words, and correcting errors.

Roles

were then reversed for the next ten minutes with
participants belonging to teams and keeping score.
Each week pairs and teams changed so students had equal
opportunities to be on a winning team.

Student gains

were about five times greater when students used peer
tutoring compared to regular teaching methods.

All

schools studied showed similar results (Kent, 1988).
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Among other peer tutoring projects is ACES,
Academic Caring by Educators and Students, at Westview
Middle School in Romeoville, Illinois.

The program has

.

three objectives: to increase student grade point, to
improve pre-class preparation, and to provide training
sessions for staff and/or parents on strategies to
increase student achievement. Nine student tutors
worked with 17 students in half-hour sessions twice a
week before or after school.

The average growth in

grade point average was more than one point during the
first semester and a half of a point during the second.
No students were recommended for retention

at the end

of the period (Kunes, 1990).
What then is known about learners and
learning?

Students who come from broken homes,

poverty, or who are members of groups that do not value
education find themselves left out in typical learning
situations.

They are also unlikely to seek a second

chance and return if they leave.

Schooling represents

a burden, not an opportunity. It is tolerated, at best,
for there is no belief that hard work will impact
either present performance or the quality of later life
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(Doyle, 1993) .
These "at-risk" students are of two types. First,
·they are disconnected youth who are alienated from
basic American values and economic as well as
educational opportunities. Secondly, they are the semiskilled students who may have basic skills but lack
problem solving proficiency according to B. F. Jones
(1988) . She appears to disagree with another current
philosophy, to optimize not maximize, where schools
concentrate solely on education.

She suggests that

schooling be expanded to include instructional as well
as support services.
Jones identifies the goals of schooling as having
three parts. The first part reconnects at-risk students
to opportunities and responsibilities. The next
provides skills to acquire, use and produce
information.

The last goal of schooling teaches

students to be learners in independent as well as
collaborative contexts (Jones, 82). Another study
(Levin, 1988) determined

the~e

are four components of

learning -- capacity, effort, time, and quality of
resources.

Capacity includes not only intellectual
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capability but also the other dimensions of health,
nutrition, personality and emotional state.
What then characterizes the successful learner?
Some assumptions may be made based on personal
experience.

Successful learners are knowledgeable and

have acquired prior information which they apply to new
situations.

They are motivated and feel effort will

result in positive gains in the present or future.
They use time wisely and tend to be organized.
Whatever resources are available will only enhance
their ability to learn (Jones and Fennimore, 1990).
One additional quality suggested by them is that of
empathy. Successful learners are sensitive and
responsive to the needs of those with whom they
interact. Of the four components mentioned,
instructional time deserves and has received some
attention (Moore and Funkhouser, 1990).
Opinions about the importance of classroom
instructional time to learners varies. A 1988 study in
Kansas City (Karweit, 1982), showed that inner city
children had only a few seconds of basic math and one
minute a day of actual, supervised reading. By
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comparison suburban students experienced about six
weeks more of direct instruction over the course of the
year. Karweit also estimated that less than two-thirds
of the school day is available for instruction.

Breaks

for lunch, passing from class to class, assemblies,
announcements, and testing account for the rest. Barely
25% of the remaining instructional time typically
results in successful learning (Hutchins, 1988).
Changes like longer school day and year, more
requirements, and more homework are band-aid solutions
(Dodd, 1984).

They do not address the real inadequacy

of a system that may have reached its maximum
effectiveness. Piecemeal modifications implied by
school improvement will not achieve the desired
results. It is the basic structure of the system that
is the source of problems, not lack of teacher
incentives, students' motivation, leadership or
community support (Reigeluth, 1987) . The third-wave
system he espouses will change the role of the teacher
to that of guide. As guide, the teacher will motivate,
facilitate, advise and manage learning by adjusting the
amount and kind of support given. Raebeck in another
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study

in 1994 suggests that breaking down "role-

freeze" and the notion that teachers are specialists
with one thing to do is important. Teaching a lesson at
a chalkboard or lecturing for a class period are
unlikely to serve student needs in the inclusive,
flexible classroom.
no longer works.

The practice of one-size-fits-all

Students can be grouped by ability

and interest for peer sharing or cooperative groups
(Armstrong, 1994).
Restructuring has implications for both policy and
practice in the areas of instruction, assessment,
support services and classroom organization.

Resources

such as peer tutors, volunteers, student-created
projects, and learning labs support systemic change.
Specific strategies noted by Cohen (1986) for
accomplishing these changes in classroom organization
are cooperative learning, flexible scheduling, group
work involving intensive interaction, and peer and
cross-age tutoring.
Goldenberg and Gallimore (1991) described the
systematic lowering of expectations for minority
students based on false teacher beliefs about their
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intellectual capabilities.

A 1987 finding by the

Commission on Professionals in Science and Technology
showed that the average math level of minority
students, excluding Asian Americans, is less than sixth
grade (cited in Stevens, 1993).

This finding

underscores the fact that while more minority students
will finish school now than they did in 1960, they are
still unprepared for a changed workplace. High school
completion rate is not an accurate indicator of
successful learning.

Tomlinson (1994) contends these

completion rates measure how many students pass through
the system, not how much they learn. High expectations
must be set for all students.
The truly restructured school goes beyond the
cultural deficit model that presupposes achievement is
limited by social background and family experiences.
It looks also at some of the other factors that
influence minority achievement.

Minority students, in

particular black students, risk ridicule by peers if
they achieve or act "white"

(Fordham, 1988 cited in

Ford, 1993). Other social and economic variables such
as unemployment and job discrimination (Boyd-Franklin,
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1989), low self- concept (Jordan, 1981), and racism
(Irvine, 1990) play an important role in this group's
lack of achievement. At the same time many minority
parents struggle to provide educational opportunity.
They believe knowledge is power and persist in
providing sound educational experiences for their
children (Corder and Quisenberry, 1987 cited in Ford,
1993).

What is the parental role in the success of

minority students?
a vacuum.

Reading and writing do not occur in

Parents should encourage questioning, and

risk-taking, laying the basis for later confidence and
ease of expression.
Educators are aware that the elevation of
standards impacts students already struggling. Without
planned interventions such as tutoring, minority
children will continue to fail. Responding to the
question of what should happen to students who fail to
meet the new math standards, Iris Carl, past president
of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
felt standards were not in conflict with equity.
Setting standards without making systemic change was.
The means for achieving them is what must be changed.
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Adaptation of instruction to best match what needs to
be taught and how students learn is key.
Successful programs that involve cross-age
tutoring do exist. The largest and longest-lasting
effects for any tutoring program have been found for
the three programs that use teachers as tutors or
Cross-Age 1 -- Success for All (Slavin et al, 1992),
Reading Recovery (Pinell et al, 1988), and Prevention
of Learning Disabilities (Silver and Hagin, 1990) .
Reading Recovery is a highly structured model for
first grade students that requires a year of teacher
training and continued staff development.

It

emphasizes direct teaching. The program targets the
poorest readers in the class for one-to-one planned
lessons. Each thirty minute lesson involves reading
"little" books and writing. Children are taught
strategies for decoding and comprehension.

Once these

are developed, the teacher and the Reading Recovery
coach confer.

If they agree, the student is

discontinued and another child enters the program.
Prevention of Learning Disabilities remediates specific
deficits over a two year period.

Success for All
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emphasizes prevention and early intervention that
involves not just academic issues but also family,
health, and social service support.
Improved socio-cultural alignment between home and
school promotes educational development.

This is

evident in the New Haven, Connecticut schools described
by Comer (1988) . Programs to address the needs of
educationally disadvantaged students will also require
the involvement of non-family members. In Austin, Texas
the tutoring component of a program called Communities
in Schools has resulted in over 50% of students served
raising grades in math and English to passing levels
(Compton and Baizerman, 1991) . The Freedom Schools
project of the Black Student Leadership Network tries
to ensure that a new generation of young black males
have positive role models. Last summer, two hundred
college-age interns provided instruction in reading and
math around the country (Sommerfield, 1994). Schools
and communities must respond flexibly and creatively to
meet diverse needs.
Another kind of an intergenerational program that
does not involve a family member is that of the Reading
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Grandmas at Norwood Park Retirement Home in Chicago.
These volunteer tutors spend two days each week
listening to third graders read and discuss stories.
Scores have increased since the program started (Walsh
and Angelis, 1994). Senior citizens as tutors can help
boost achievement while making a bridge between school
and community.

They can explain the problems faced by

the schools from an informed and friendly perspective
in communities like Danville, where half the population
has no children in school. The potential for positive
public relations is great.
At Porter Public Library in Westlake, Ohio,
tutoring began in the summer of 1986 and continues to
provide by adult volunteers for first and second
graders during the summer and on weekdays from three to
five.

Evaluations from parents, volunteers and

participants have been enthusiastic (Dombie, 1988)
Another project is Retirees Educating and Assisting in
the Development of Students (READS) , started in 1993 by
the Illinois Department on Aging at six sites.

As its

name suggests, retired teacher volunteers assist with
reading, homework, and spelling at the elementary
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level.
The second most common form of cross-age tutoring
involves older students tutoring younger students. At
Patrick Henry Elementary School in Virginia, the after
school program began in 1989 and involved fourth, fifth
and sixth grade students.

These students from

minority, low-income families, were enrolled in Chapter
1 reading and were tutored by high schoolers.

Tutors

enjoyed the process so much they asked to return and in
1991, it was expanded to include first and second grade
students (Engman, 1992).
The Students Assisting Students (SAS) program in
Carmel, New York, began in 1989 and continues today.
Sophomores through seniors are matched with elementary
students at the schools they formerly attended.

Tutors

are trained during three one-hour presentations on
human relations, human development, and instructional
techniques in math and reading.

Tutors can earn

credits based on the number of hours worked.

Both

tutors and tutees benefit as they apply themselves to
classes with renewed enthusiasm and enhanced selfesteem (Nash and Wanaselja, 1993).
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Another form of tutoring but one that is at high
cost, is computer-assisted instruction (CAI). The costs
of IBMs Writing to Read and other integrated CAI
programs include at least one additional aide and
initial and upgrade expenses (Slavin et al, 1992). In
terms of dollars, a multi-risk student without
intervention will cost schools and society an equally
large sum by dropping out, delinquency, early pregnancy
or criminal involvement (Barnette and Escobar, 1987).
Gene Karol, the superintendent in Calvert County,
Maryland reports that after five years of using CAI in
the lower schools, Calvert County students no longer
score in the lowest three stanines.

Eighty-five

percent of the students are now testing above the fifth
stanine, and twenty-five percent are in the ninth
stanine.

This claim has been validated by the

University of Maryland and in Louisville, Kentucky
where Buell Snyder began to use CAI to prevent dropping
behind and dropouts at high school. Efforts were so
successful that five middle schools have adopted this
practice (Gross, 1990).
Tutoring opportunities also involve aspects of
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service learning.

The Early Adolescent Helper Program

was initiated in New York , Connecticut, and Arizona in
1982. Students ages, ten to fifteen, serve in innercity day care, Head Start, latchkey programs and at
senior centers.

They tell stories, record oral

histories, and escort trips to parks and museums. In
this way they help their community as role models for
younger students.

They also benefit from the

experience and knowledge of the senior citizens in a
safe and positive environment (Schine, 1989) .
The tutoring/mentoring opportunity offers
districts a chance to do this and move schools beyond
the rhetoric of failure to action. It offers both the
receiver (tutee) and the giver (tutor/mentor) a chance
to be successful.

It allows for both collaboration and

competition, collective standards as well as individual
difference.
Tutoring and mentoring are linked on the continuum
of instructional helping.

Mentoring has its roots in

Greek mythology and derives its name from Mentor who
tutored and guided Telemachus in Homer's Iliad. It has
enjoyed a resurgence as an extension of tutoring and
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may remain at the end of this continuum of tutoring
services. It is least used because of the high degree
of personal commitment required. It goes beyond the
sharing of knowledge, and this factor is a key
difference between mentoring and tutoring.

Tutoring is

more focused on a specific skill or area of knowledge
with the tutor offering unidirectional assistance.

In

mentoring, assistance is usually offered by the more
experienced person to educate, open doors, and sponsor
academic and social advancement. In addition to this
grooming, there is a give and take of networking that
benefits both participants. The inherent perception
that a mentor can open doors makes mentoring more
honored because it suggests power (Haring-Hidore and
Paludi, 1987).
According to the principal of Kettering Middle
School where a mentoring program was put in place in
1991, mentoring is a strategy that strengthens
character, improves racial harmony, and creates
opportunities for personal empowerment particularly in
one-on-one situations (White-Hood, 1993). Community
members as mentors/advocates for students work to raise
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self-esteem by offering emotional and academic support.
Through tutoring and collaboration, students have
achieved academic parity, clarified values, and
developed improved communication and concern for
others. White-Hood was able to identify ten stages in a
process which ranged from attraction through bonding,
reciprocity, and closure (White-Hood, 78).
This impact of tutoring on tutors themselves has
been the subject of several studies cited by Fresko and
Chen (Allen and Feldman, 1973; Goodlad, 1981; Showal
and Amit, 1981). It has also been suggested that tutor
self-esteem is affected positively (Gartner et al,
1971) . It is safe to say that tutors experience a
feeling of helpfulness and increased empathy and
tolerance for tutees.

It is this helpfulness that

causes them to seek similar opportunities.

If tutors

are pleased, the project's ability to attract
volunteers will be enhanced.

The Porter Public Library

project described earlier is a good example.
What are the factors affecting tutor satisfaction?
Fresko and Chen (1989) suggest three variables: tutortutee ethnic similarity, tutor expertise, and goal
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attainment. In most cases the goal of tutoring is to
improve grades. However, since reaching this goal
depends to a degree on the establishment of a
cooperative relationship, the other two may be equally
important.

Scant data exist to show that racial or

ethnic similarity affect gains and little systematic
study has been made of the results (Fresko and Chen,
1989) but it is logical to assume that matching pairs
more closely serves to narrow the gap. Individuals of
different social position tend to me more formal in
their exchanges and meetings are less relaxed.

In

pairs with similar backgrounds, tutees identify more
quickly with and want to pattern behavior after tutors.
Cohen et al (1982) contend that cross-age tutoring may
be more effective than peer tutoring. Unmatched pairs
spend more time on required tasks (Archibald cited in
Fresko and Chen, 1989) and less time on social
interaction.
Research findings indicate that trained tutors are
more effective than untrained tutors (Cohen et al,
1982).

Many programs provide tutors with some training

or guidance to support what they already know about the
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subject. Guidance may be as simple as a teacher
monitoring in a classroom or as extensive as sessions
on communication and adolescent development.
In tomorrow's workforce, decisions will be made
all along the line, not just at the top. Basic skills
will no longer count for as much as they did.
Converging social and economic trends have resulted in
significant change in students, teacher availability,
and in the world for which students prepare. Many farms
and factories that once absorbed those with minimum
skills no longer exist. Young people need to acquire
critical thinking skills that will enable them to
communicate complex ideas and participate fully in a
complex democratic society.
The research suggests effective schools will adapt
to diverse needs.

They will not wait for an answer to

the debate over whether educational equity and quality
are mutually exclusive.
changes that can be made.

In the interim there are
These include peer and

cross-age tutoring across grades and schools. Fiftynine percent of parents surveyed on the 1994 Gallup
Poll indicated a willingness to serve as volunteers.
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Schools need to take advantage of this rich resource
and train parents and others to take up the tutoring
and mentoring challenge.

Uniqueness of the Study
If one examines the history of American education,
it is clear that American education has redesigned
itself whenever necessary.

This can be seen in the

1830's and compulsory education, in the Committee of
Ten's proposal for a modern curriculum and in the move
to the comprehensive high schools of the 1950's.
Districts are again facing the need for a new design.
One method of maintaining gains shown in the early
grades is through tutoring.

Regardless of how

successful other interventions might be, they cannot
guarantee success if they last for only a year or two
(Slavin et al, 1992). A network of supporters and
support makes any task easier if it provides examples,
opportunities to communicate, and processes that can be
replicated. The identification of successful tutoring
programs offers that chance to students and educators
in Danville.
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Chapter III
Design of the Study
General Design of the Study
This study investigated the characteristics of
successful cross age or peer tutoring programs and the
potential for application to other districts. Data were
collected in two phases. The first phase accumulated
data from within Danville, Illinois.

The second phase

collected facts about tutoring programs around the
state of Illinois. It gathered data simultaneously
about general administrative features and program
adjustments for minority participants. The study also
attempted to isolate patterns for satisfaction among
participants. The listing of successful programs, their
location, and format will benefit other schools.
Questionnaires used (see Appendices B and C) were
developed between January and April of 1994. The survey
of in-district students receiving tutoring began in
January at the start of the second semester and
continued through May. Collection of data from other
districts occurred between April and December of 1994.
Surveys were mailed during the first week of April
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to 50 middle and junior high schools selected randomly
so all four geographic quadrants were represented (see
Appendix A) . It was anticipated that information would
be finalized in June. Only a few questionnaires were
received and follow up calls did not result in many
additional responses. This may have been because of end
of the year duties and insufficient time to complete
the questionnaires. The lack of response made it
necessary to resubmit survey instruments early in the
fall of 1994 to districts which had not responded. At
that time surveys were also mailed to curriculum
directors or assistant superintendents of the fifty
member districts of the Illinois Large Unit District
Association (LUDA) . In the end, surveys were obtained
by mail from 45 districts and schools.
Data were collected from the schools and district
curriculum coordinators to answer the following
questions:
1.

Where were peer and cross-age programs

located?
2.
tutoring?

What was the ratio of peer to cross-age
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3. What characteristics had to be present for a
program to be considered successful?
4. What were the ratios of tutors to students and
how closely did the number of minority tutors mirror
the school or district population?
5. What areas of tutoring were available?
6. What were the administrative features of the
programs such as session location, time of day, and
duration?
7. What was the extent of tutor preparation and
training?

Sample and Population
The district data for Cross-Age 1 tutoring were
derived from the numbers of students who received
tutoring at one of two middle schools and one of the
eight elementary schools in Danville. In order to
receive tutoring, students had either to be recommended
for additional help by a classroom teacher or have
received an "F" on the eligibility check. In the
district sample, students were prohibited by policy
from extracurricular participation until the next
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eligibility check.
Students from the Principals Scholars Institute
(PSI) in the two Danville middle schools were used for
further data about Cross-Age 1. They were selected
because the tutoring program for minorities of middle
school age was in its first year of operation at both
district middle schools. Students from each middle
school attended the same sessions and the participation
and reward criteria were identical.
The Cross-Age 2 opportunity also existed at both
middle schools with each school using middle level
students as tutor/helpers at an elementary building
located nearby. Since numbers in both were comparable,
the group located at South View was again used to
collect information.
The researcher felt that a cross- section of
schools would balance the picture of what was occurring
across the state; therefore, a listing from the
Illinois Elementary School Association (IESA) was used
to randomly select 50 schools across the state. The
distribution is reflected in the map previously
mentioned (See Appendix A) . Packets included a letter
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and questionnaire,

(See Appendices Band C.)

In Phase Two, a listing of large unit districts
made available to member schools of the Large Unit
District Association (LUDA) was used to develop a
second mailing list. Each curriculum coordinator of the
district was sent a packet containing an introductory
letter explaining the purpose of the study and
requesting information about current tutoring programs.
The packet contained the blue administrative survey and
a return envelope.

Data Collection and Instrumentation
The multi-use form developed for the project was
used for both in district as well as out of district
information (See Appendix D).

Additionally, all

questionnaires were color-coded in order to be readily
identifiable. Blue was used for administrators, green
for counselors, and white for parents and students.
The double-sided form used by students, teachers,
parents, and tutors contained ten questions, but not
all questions were to be answered. The administrative
version contained 15 questions, and asked for more
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specific information regarding the school and the
design of the tutoring program.
Data collected related to the size of the school
or district, the percentage of minority students, and
the number of minority tutors.

Also collected were

details about administrative features such as the
length of sessions, their locations, and whether tutors
were paid or were volunteers.
Packets for the March mailing contained an
administrator or coordinator questionnaire, and multiuse questionnaires which were to be distributed to each
building with a tutoring program. Items were numbered
by school. This facilitated both distribution and
compilation. The second mailing to the large unit
districts included just the administrator survey. Both
contained self-addressed, stamped envelopes.
If information was not received a month after the
initial contact, a follow up letter was sent or a call
was made to the school urging cooperation with the
project. Late responses did not compromise results
since the study sought simply to identify general
characteristics.
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Data Analysis
Information collected from Danville was used to
establish a framework for comparison with other
districts and schools.

More extensive analyses of

district data established percentages of minority
participants in tutoring during the first and second
semesters, the subject areas most requested for
additional help by those attending, and whether
availability of transportation affected student
participation.

One of the outcomes of the study would

be a recommendation to the superintendent about
tutoring program design in succeeding years.
Once the district framework was established, the
information collected from outside the district was
also analyzed for length of time the programs had been
in existence, level of administrator satisfaction, and
the use of volunteer tutors. Smaller schools or those
with less than 500 students were compared with those
over 500 students. The South View program again
represented the district.
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Chapter IV
Results
The results described in this study were collected
from in-district and out-of-district sources. It was
hoped that these results would produce a description of
other programs that were successful.
The data for Danville programs were derived from
three sources: sign-in sheets from the South View
Middle School program, observation and informal
interviews with students who were Principal's Scholars,
and observation and student notes from the Daniel
elementary program. Surveys were not sent within the
district.

In District Program Results
The three programs examined varied in
administrative features. The first program, the Truancy
Alternative and Optional Ed (TAEOP) after school
program, served middle school students three times a
week. Students earning an "F" in a core area were
eligible to attend.

The second, at Daniel school,

offered middle school tutors to elementary grades.
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The third program was the Principal's Scholars
Institute (PSI) . It served minority students only and
was staffed by tutors from the University of Illinois.
Participants had to be recommended by at least one
teacher or counselor and had to be college-bound.
Additional features of all three programs are shown in
Table 1 where differences in length, frequency, and
subjects tutored are shown for all.

Table 1
Administrative Features
No. of minutes Frequency

TAEOP

60

3/week

Subjects

English
Social Studies
Math
Science

Daniel

45

2/week

Reading
Math
Homework

PSI

90

alternate

Math

months

Science
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Other administrative features of the three indistrict programs can be seen in Table 2. No tutor
training was provided to TAOEP tutor participants since
all tutors were certified teachers. Two of three
sessions were held in the school library where
reference materials were located.

Table 2
Other Administrative Features

TAEOP

Training

Location

Bus/Car/Walk

No

library

Bus

81. 34%

Bus

100%

Car/Walk

100%

% Users

(school)
Daniel

1 hour

library
(school)

PSI

Yes

study hall
cafeteria
(high school)

Average if transportation provided

90.67%

It should also be observed that less than 20% of
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tutees rode a car or walked when transportation was
provided. Similar results were evident when the out-ofdistrict programs were checked.
The TAEOP student data were collected using the
student sign-in sheets for the second semester
sessions.
p.m.

These sessions lasted from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00

The sessions were conducted by certified staff

paid the contractual rate of $16.25 per hour through
the truancy alternative grant. Tutoring began on
February 1 and ended on May 18.

There were a total of

41 sessions. Students signed in by name, subject(s) for
which help was being sought, and whether they needed to
walk, ride the bus, or get a ride home.
During this period there were 418 instances where
students sought help after school. On numerous
occasions tutees indicated it was in more than one
subject.

As shown in Table 3, 187 requests (45%) were

for help in Math, 99 (24%) requested Language
Arts/Reading/Spelling, 124 (30%) got help in Science,
141 (34%) sought help in Social Studies, and 30 (7%)
received help in other areas in non-core subjects such
as art, band, operetta and even scholastic bowl.
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Table 3
Requests by Subject

Subject

No. of Requests

% of Total

Math

187

45

Social Studies

141

34

Science

124

30

Lang.Arts/Read.

99

24

Other

30

7

418

*140

Total requests

* reflects requests for help on more than one subject
during a session and does not total 100%

Of these 418 instances during second semester, an
overwhelming majority of 340 (81.34%) rode the bus
home, while 66 (15.79%) got a ride from a family member
or friend, and only 12 (2.87%) walked.
An end of semester check was made of students in
tutoring sessions to determine the impact of tutoring.
These results are shown in Table 4 based on the 41
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session sign-in sheets completed by students.

Teachers

verified whether the final grades recorded for these
students was, in fact, a passing grade.

Table 4
TAEOP Results by Subject

Subject

Ref erred

Language Arts

Attending

Passing

% Passing

9

27

24

89

Math

29

37

23

62

Science

16

30

28

93

Social Studies

17

30

26

87

Total

71

124

101

Average for all subjects

81

The results in Table 4 indicate that of the 124
different students who accounted for the 418 instances
of tutoring exchanges, 101 (81%) received a passing
grade. More than one-half of those attending, 71 (57%)
had been referred.

The remaining 53 (43%) attended
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voluntarily. In the four areas of tutoring help,
statistics reveal that 23 of 37 students (62%) passed
Math, 24 of 27 or 89% passed Language Arts, 28 of 30
(93%) passed Science, and 26 of 30 (86.67%) passed
Social Studies after attending tutoring. Since there
was a total of 418 tutoring exchanges for the 124
individuals, this averages out to slightly over three
tutoring sessions per student that resulted in a
passing grade.
Data about the Daniel tutoring program were
collected from informal interviews and journal entries
with the eight seventh graders and two sixth grade
students who tutored.

By keeping a record for its six

week duration, a picture emerges of the quality of
interactions between the eight tutors and their 20
tutees.

Of the 20 tutees, none were minority students.

Of the eight tutors who volunteered for the program,
five were minority females, one was a white female, and
two were white males. Because participation as a tutor
was voluntary, there was a decreased matching of
ethnicity and background.
Tutors were not required to write comments for
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every session but were asked to note those that were
particularly memorable or meaningful. Their comments
gathered during the study were as listed:
"Rusty was good worker.

He tried to study hard

but the cookies caught his attention."
"I didn't work with anybody.

I don't think they

like us or they are scared to ask for help."
"Amanda was a very nice student.

Mostly she read

and we worked on a summary."
"She's a very hard worker and is good at asking
for help when she needs it."
"Both did spelling.
last one.
of.

Had a little trouble with the

Some of the words they had I've never heard

I mostly did my homework."
"Rusty was a very good worker.

He paid close

attention."
"He's very smart and works hard on his homework.
He is good about asking for help."
"She is a very hard worker but doesn't always pay
attention."
"She does all right."
"He's a good reader."
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"She did (a) good (job)."
"She works hard and stays with it all the way
through."
"A boy made racial remarks since Mr. K. (the
principal) wasn't there.

They ran around the library.

I ask them to sit down and a boy got smart. The other
boy was flipping rubber bands and getting smart.
little girls were also getting smart.

Two

At first I liked

that school but now I just think these kids are just
very racial.

Very good on flash card game and also

knows them very well."
"A very good worker and quiet. I think he's one of
the best I've had since I've been here."
"Some kids refuse to ask for help when they really
need it."
"I think they don't want to work with us because
we told on them about those racial remarks they made to
us that time."
"She was very hard working.
homework.

We finished all her

She asked lots of questions about her work.

Very polite."
"More polite than before because I've worked with
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her and she acted different."
"I could tell she was stuck but when we offered
help, she kind of refused. She giggled with Miranda who
was sitting across from her,
help.

She said she didn't need

II

"He was nice.

He didn't have anything to do (for

homework) so he read some of his books to us."
"She was hardworking but she sort of wanted me to
just give her the answer."
"She was nice and quiet.

She did all her work and

didn't need much help."
"Most of them come to tutoring and don't have
anything to work on or need help with."
"Hardworking and silly.

Really tries."

"Smart and a little silly.

Likes to have fun."

"He is a good student and tries very hard."
"While they did flashcards, one of them goes back
and gets homework.

One does spelling, the other does

math."
"He had lots of work.

We got 3 work sheets done

and a story about making pizza. He was a very smart
boy.

II
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"We worked on spelling words.

She knew all the

definitions of the words but didn't know how to spell
them very well."
"We read a story in a book and went over some
vocabulary words and reviewed spelling words.

Brandon

has a little trouble reading and pronouncing words but
he does really well.

He really tries to do his best

and he was very polite."
"I helped Ashley on her spelling assignment.

She

did most of it on her own and I only had to help her
with a few.

11

"Today two kids actually asked me to help them but
some of them still act like they are scared to ask for
help.

They know they need help."

Several comments reflect that tutee effort and hard
work were appreciated.

The fact that tutees asked for

help or were polite was also noted.
Who were the students who attended these
elementary Cross-Age 3 sessions? Table 5 describes the
grade levels of the twenty students who were tutored.
It also shows that 12 of the 20 (60%) of those who
stayed were female students.
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Table 5
Cross-Age 3 Tutee Results

Grade

Tu tees

Female

% of Tutees

1

1

1

0

5

2

8

4

4

40

3

4

2

2

20

4

7

1

6

35

5

0

0

0

0

20

8

12

Total

100

Students in second and fourth grades comprised 75% of
those participating. In spite of administrator and
tutee satisfaction, the program was discontinued. Seven
of the eight students who tutored were involved in
spring track practice and were unable to fulfill both
responsibilities. No other volunteers stepped forward.
The third in-district program was the Principal's
Scholars Program middle school component (PSI) . It was
begun in 1975 as part of a cooperative effort between
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the University of Illinois and several Chicago high
schools.

Its purpose was to provide information

directly to high school students and parents about
career opportunities. Subsequently, a middle school
component was developed.
Seven Danville sessions were held beginning on
December 6 and ending on April 25.

Data were collected

from observations and attendance sheets at the
sessions.

Twenty-two students participated. Of these

18 (82%) were females.

Tutors were primarily eighth

grade students, with eight of the 22 in the seventh
grade and one in the sixth. All tutors were minority
students at the University of Illinois.

Since no

grades or credits were earned, the only indictor of
success was the completion of the required elements.
At the end of the sessions only one female student had
been dropped for attendance. The remaining students
successfully completed the requirements of a financial
simulation in mathematics, Reading Club, voluntary
monitoring of TV watching, a study skills workshop on
note-taking, reading for understanding, and mnemonics.
Their reward was a field trip to the Shedd Aquarium.
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Out-of-district Program Results
A total of 111 surveys from 45 schools and
districts were returned. Results were tabulated to
reflect both the numbers of responses and percentages
in several categories including whether a program
existed or not. Table 6 shows results for schools under
500.

Table 6
Schools under 500 with Tutoring Programs

School

Size

Cisne Middle

151

y

La Harpe Jr. High

124

y

Manlius Jr. High

210

y

Orangeville Junior High

250

y

Newman Central

308

y

South School, Chicago

420

y

North School, Chicago

415

y

Total - 7

Tutoring

Enrollment Range from 124 to 420
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As evident from the table, school with programs ranged
from a low of 124 students to a high of 420.
The results for schools over 500 are comparable
and are shown in Table 7.

Table 7
School over 500 with Tutoring Programs

School

Size

Franklin Middle, Champaign

564

y

Jefferson Middle

760

y

Eureka Middle

562

y

Parkside Junior High

946

y

Franklin Middle, S'field

744

y

1035

y

530

y

2600

y

Turner Junior High

740

y

Kankakee Junior High

800

y

Gwendolyn Brooks

800

y

Total - 11

Range from 530 to 1035

Urbana Middle
Sheridan Elementary
St. Louis

Tutoring
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Among those under 500 who responded, four schools
(Assumption, Central A & M, Warsaw, and Bluffs) did not
have a tutoring program. Collinsville with an
enrollment of 540 and Coolidge Junior High with 775
students also reported no formal program existed.
All of the 16 large unit districts responding had
a tutoring program. Table 8 shows the district
information received for the smaller of those
districts. Most programs were held in classrooms or in
libraries and will not be reported in separate tables.

Table 8
Unit Districts of 5000 or under with Tutoring Programs

Name

Size

Marion #2

3941

y

Freeport #145

5000

y

District #15

3799

y

Jacksonville #117

4200

y

Marion #2

4000

y

Total - 11

Tutoring

Range from 3799 to 5000
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The larger unit districts also indicated that programs
existed for their students.

Table 9
Unit Districts over 5000 with Tutoring Programs

Name

Size

Harlem #122

6500

y

Elmhurst #205

6169

y

Quincy #172

7000

y

Kankakee #111

5497

y

Plainfield #202

5600

y

Moline #40

8140

y

Aurora #131

9020

y

Bloomington #87

5728

y

Valleyview #365

11680

y

Decatur #61

12,543

y

Springfield #186

15,419

y

Total - 11

Tutoring

Range from 5497 to 15,419

In other results displayed in Table 10, a total of
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111 responses were received from tutors, parents,
administrators, classroom teachers, and tutees.
Thirty-nine (35%) gave tutoring programs a very high
rating; 40 (36%) rated them high; 26 (23%) rated the
programs as moderate. Another four (4%) rated them low
and two (2%) rated them very low.

Table 10
Satisfaction with Tutoring Programs

VHigh

Moderate

Low

Administrator

4

12

8

4

0

Tutors

2

5

3

0

0

Parents

3

1

1

0

0

Teachers

8

8

6

0

0

Tu tees

22

14

8

0

2

Totals

39

40

26

4

2

36

23

4

2

% of all responses
35
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When administrators were asked to rate their own
satisfaction and also rate the satisfaction of
parents/students and counselors, the results were
different but still favorable as shown in Table 11,
where administrators felt overall that they, parents,
students, and counselors would give high or very high
ratings to programs.

Table 11
Administrator Satisfaction with Programs

VHigh

High

Moderate

Low

VLow

Personal

4

12

8

4

0

Parent/Student

3

14

9

2

0

Counselor

1

10

8

5

0

Totals

8

36

25

11

0

10

45

31

13

0

% of totals

Data for students from other districts were based
on the 44 student responses previously represented in
Table 9.

Two students gave no information about the
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subjects for which they sought help; 31 requests (70%)
were for Math; 32 (73%) asked for Language Arts/Reading
assistance; 16 (36%) requested Science;17 (39%) asked
for Social Studies and seven (16%) were in other areas.

Table 12
Requests by subjects in other schools

Subject

Number

% of Total

Lang.Arts/Reading

32

72

Math

31

70

Social Studies

17

38

Science

16

29

7

15

44

*224

Other

Total responses

* reflects requests for help on more than one subject
during a session so does not total 100%

Of the 44 students, 40 (91%) rode the bus
provided; 2 (5%) got a ride with someone else; and the
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same number walked. Similar results were reported in
Table 2 for in-district students.
The ratios of tutors to tutees ranged as low as
1:1 to highs of 1:15 and in one case 1:30.

Many

schools indicated this ratio of tutor to tutee varied
depending on need. Table 12 shows results for schools
under 500.

Table 13
Tutor Ratios and Numbers for Schools under 500

School

Tutor Ratio

Cisne Middle

1:2 or 3

3

La Harpe Junior High

1:2 or 3

1

Manlius

as needed

2

Orangeville Junior High

1:15

2

Newman Central

1:30

10

South School, Chicago

1:1

15

North School, Chicago

1:3 or 4

15

Total Tutors

School Average

7

48

Total Tutors
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In most programs tutoring was provided by certified
staff members.

In only 4 of the 45 (9%) surveys

returned was tutoring provided by parents.

Table 14
Tutor Ratios and Numbers for Schools over 500

School

Tutor Ratio

Total Tutors

Franklin Middle, Champaign

as needed

Jefferson Middle

as needed

Eureka Middle

1:8

38

Parkside Junior High

1:2 or 3

13

Franklin Middle, S'field

as needed

1

Urbana Middle

1:1 as needed

4

Sheridan Elementary

1:10

2

St. Louis

1:1

75-100

Turner Junior High

20

as needed
3

as needed

Kankakee Junior High

1:15

2

Gwendolyn Brooks

as needed

as needed

Total Tutors

135+

School Average

13+
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In 10 cases (22%) volunteers and students from a
college or university provided tutoring. The total
figure of over 135 tutors represents the total
available to be called in the event of need.
While this study did not attempt to discover the
reasons for the existence or non-existence of tutoring
programs, it was obvious some programs had existed for
a long time and respondents were very proud of this.
Table 14 shows a breakdown for schools under 500.

Table 15
Age of Programs in Schools under 500

School

Age

Cisne Middle

2 - 3

La Harpe Junior High

1 - 2

Manlius

not given

Orangeville Junior High

2 - 3

Newman Central

5+

South School, Chicago

less than 1

North School, Chicago

not given
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For schools over 500, the age of programs tended to
vary as well. This can be seen in Table 15.

Table 16
Age of Programs in ffi:dh::m:ilfB cm.m:r- 9IlID

School

Age

Franklin Middle, Champaign

5+

Jefferson Middle

5+

Eureka Middle

less than 1

Parkside Junior High

2

Franklin Middle, S'field

3 - 4

Urbana Middle

1

- 2

Sheridan Elementary

1

- 2

St. Louis

5+

Turner Junior High

5+

Kankakee Junior High

1

Gwendolyn Brooks

5+

**

-

3

**
- 2

more than 19 years

The program at Turner Middle School in
Jacksonville, tutors students during the regular school
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day. According to principal, Paul Delabrajdic, tutoring
is done by the tutees' own "family" of core teachers.
Over the past nineteen years the practice has moved the
percentage of students on the honor roll to 75% from a
low of 46%. At the other end of the spectrum is the
Eureka program which is less than a year old.
Data for the availability of minority tutors are
shown in Table 17.

Table 17
Minority Tutor Availability

Size

% Minority

No. of Tutors

% Minority Tutors

73

14

( 3)

21.4

946

9

13

( 1)

7.7

500

34

12

( 2)

16.7

8140

15

25

( 2)

8.0

415

90

15

( 5)

33.3

420

35

15

(1)

6.7

3941

77.5

87

( 2 0)

23.0

5000

56.0

4

( 2)

50.0

1882
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Only eight of the schools and districts responding
to the surveys had any minority tutors. Results show no
programs with a percentage of minority tutors equal to
that of the student body. The closest was where the
minority tutor percentage was 6% lower than the
minority enrollment.

The average percentage for

minority enrollment is 49% while the average percentage
of minority tutor participation is 21%. None of the
schools responding indicated any formal effort to
accommodate the needs of minority students either
through volunteer recruitment or tutor training.
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Chapter V
Summary, Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
District data were collected from three programs
at the middle school level in the Danville school
district.

They were also gathered from 45 schools and

districts from around the state of Illinois that are
represented in the 111 responses from administrators
and others involved in the tutoring programs.
Data collected in this study answered seven
questions that supply a general description of existing
programs.
1.

The questions answered were:
Where were peer and cross-age programs

located?
2.

What was the ratio of peer to cross-age

tutoring?
3.

What characteristics had to be present for a

program to be considered successful?
4.

What were the ratios of tutors to students and

how closely did the number of minority tutors mirror
the school or district population?
5.

What areas of tutoring were available?

6.

What were key administrative features of the
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programs including such descriptors as session
location, time of day, and duration of sessions?
7.

What was the extent of tutor preparation and

training?
The in district information was accumulated from
session sign-in sheets, interviews with tutors, and
observations both at the middle and elementary schools
where students tutored. Information from outside the
district was collected from questionnaires and
telephone conversations.

Findings
The findings that follow represent information
from the surveys returned by administrators, tutors,
tutees, classroom teachers, counselors and parents who
responded. These findings also represent the
information on the 41 sign-in sheets collected from 124
in district students who were tutored. Tutor comments
and observations are also represented in summary.
1.

Areas of tutoring were in core subjects. Most

sessions took place after school hours in classrooms or
libraries and lasted for about an hour.

After this
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time students were transported home by school bus.
There was little or no tutor preparation or training
for tutors who were mostly certified staff members from
within the same building.

The level of satisfaction by

administrators and participants was generally high or
very high.
2.

There was little indication that programs in

districts or schools were either more successful or
more extensive in relationship to their size. It had
been assumed that programs in larger districts would be
larger and more extensive due to resources and easier
access to volunteers. It was found that larger schools
were no more likely to have a formal tutoring program
than smaller.
3.

As anticipated, schools or districts located

in a university town were more likely to have volunteer
tutors.

The specific reasoning for participation was

not explored but a logical assumption would be that
college coursework required field experiences such as
tutoring.
4.

There were fewer instances of true peer

tutoring. Only six (13%) of the 45 schools or districts
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indicated peer tutors existed. No school or district
had younger students working with older, Cross-Age 4.
Again the reasons for non-utilization of peers and
reliance on Cross-Age 1 type tutoring was not
investigated by this study.
5.

Tutoring sessions within the district were

usually held in the libraries.

In the case of the

Principal's Scholars Institute (PSI) program in
Danville, sessions were held in the study hall since no
librarian was available during the evening hours.

If

sessions were in a library, once assignments were done,
students could read for pleasure from materials readily
accessible.

However in 13 (29%) of 45 cases reported

by other schools, tutoring was held only in classrooms
with no apparent dissatisfaction by participants.
6.

Several schools opted to report the ratio of

tutors to students as "as needed" or "depends."

This

made it impossible to calculate an average for all
schools.

It did show that these schools or districts

had a certain flexibility in responding to needs.
7.

Most tutoring sessions or 93% were held during

the week because of staff and volunteer availability.
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The exceptions in three cases were held on Saturday
mornings and were in addition to weekday offerings.
8.

The total number of minority tutors among

certified staff and volunteers did not mirror student
enrollment either in or out of the district.

Within

the district only 1 of 8 (12%) was a minority tutor in
a building with a 38% minority enrollment.

Tutoring

sign-in sheets reflected a 52% minority participant
rate for the 41 sessions during which data were
collected.
Outside of the district, the largest minority
participation was in the North Chicago school which
operates the Children of the Future program.

It

reported 20 of its 87 tutors (23%) were minorities.
9.

A synthesis of tutor comments from the Daniel

Cross-Age 3 program depicts the ideal tutee as a quiet
worker who tries hard, and politely asks for help.
This is consistent with the research which states that
effort and goal attainment has much to do with tutor
satisfaction (Fresko and Chen, 1989) .
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Conclusions
Several conclusions can be reached using the data.
Transportation must be provided for programs in and out
of the district.

In Danville, time during morning bus

"layovers" is not long enough for drivers to run a
complete route.

Buses are therefore only available

after school and programs are technically locked into
offering tutoring at that time.

Thus, unless parents

are able to provide children with rides, transportation
must remain a major provision. The 90% usage in the
district is the same in other districts.
Peer tutoring opportunities must be explored
further.

Research about cooperative groupings shows

students learn well in one to one situations with peers
(Allison et al, 1992).

Where adult opportunities are

limited, schools must institute cooperative learning
practices in classrooms to ensure success for all.
Minority tutors/mentors must be recruited.

There

continues to be a disproportionate number of minority
teachers in regular education nationwide, and the
scarcity of minority tutors/mentors offers no relief.
Districts must make a concerted effort to recruit
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minority adults both for encouragement and guidance.
Similarity promotes imitation.

Successful role models

will more easily encourage academic effort.

Tutors

must be culled from the community at large and through
active business partnerships.

Agencies in the

"helping" professions such as hospitals and child
welfare organizations may be sources.
Preparation of tutors, whether similar or not in
ethnicity or socio-economic background, is key. While
it may not be necessary to train certified staff, it is
necessary to inform other individuals about learning
styles, human development, and communication.
Preparation will vary depending on the program itself.
In some cases, it will provide information to tutors
prior to starting and support when difficulties arise.
In the Daniel situation, the principal's intervention
eventually helped overcome the situation caused by
tutee racial remarks.

Though possible problems had

been discussed prior to starting, tutors were still
shocked and underprepared.

Their comments presented

earlier in Chapter 4 convey their hesitance to
continue.
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Parent support is also important.
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While there

were insufficient parent responses to present any
statistically significant results, checked items showed
parents viewed improvement in homework completion and
grades as important.

Recommendations
These recommendations are made in the context of
current research and data from other programs. They
must be flexible and accommodate changes in recruitment
of tutors, sizes of tutoring groups, training of
participants, parent roles, and program evaluation.
1.

Tutor pools should include certified staff but

also volunteers who can bring added dimensions of
mentoring and career information.

Through the

community college, additional tutors should be
recruited to work with students who are failing.
Because the current eligibility policy requires
students to attend, there will always a need for
tutoring help.

The addition of community

tutors/mentors will improve the ratio of tutors to
tutees. The smaller groups will enhance tutor/tutee
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match so students will find it easier to identify with
and pattern behaviors after the tutor/mentor.
2.

Training for all participants should be

provided before and while sessions last.

Information

on learning styles, communication, and human growth and
development should be gathered. A district program
should be set up that will share this information with
tutor/ mentors.

These sessions should be run by staff

or agencies who have background and expertise in the
three areas.

It is further recommended that certified

staff attend as a review/reminder. They, in turn, could
be a valuable resource in discussions about what works
for students in that particular community.
3.

Parents need to be educated about their role

in supporting the tutoring effort.

They must be

encouraged to set high expectations for their children
and recognize that achievement is not limited by social
background and family experiences.
4.

Program evaluation and assessment must be

formalized and occur in such a way that results can be
tied directly into

practi~e.

An evaluation instrument

must be devised to measure the quality of interaction
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between tutors and tutees and track the effects for
minority participants over time.
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DANVILLE
COMMUNITY
CONSOLIDATED
Appendix B

:HOOL DISTRICT

April 18, 1994

Dear Colleague:
In an effort to upgrade out own tutoring efforts at South View Middle School, I am
trying to identify the practices of suc~essful tutoring programs at schools across the
state.
Please spend a.few minutes filling out the encJ.~_·short survey and return it to me in
the enclosed envel_ope by April 21. I have also includ~d a second packet containing
student, tutor, and parent. surveys to be distributed by your counselor or the
coordinator of your tutoring program. lnstru~ons and a ·return envelope are included.
It is my sincdre hope that by taking a few minutes out of your busy schedule now, you
may save hours later, as I will .be mailing out a listing of programs. This will enable
you and your staff- as well as the tutors at South Vi~w t<? network with other schools.
Sincersly,

~~

Kim Johnston
Assistant Principal

enc.
KJ/hs

LEARNING

TODAY

FOR

TOMORROW!

Appendix

c

Questionnaire to Administrator/Coordinator

----

District Code
School NWzlber

Please check ansvers to the rollovinq as they apply.

~tor

1.

__

Coordin~tor

or Tatorinq

Female

Ka.le

2. Schoo1 erirol.llllent - - - 3. Per~entage

or

~ority
"students enrolled - - - - - - .

.

4. Percentage on :free or reduced 1unch program - - - - - -

5. Bamber or cert:Uied sta:t:f :for 1993-94 _ __

01!

these, there are

:fema'le tutors

ma.le tutors

_minority
7. Tt:toring sessions are located in
· _

c:l.a.ssroom(s)

_

school libra:z:y

_
i:f o:f:f c:urpas, please spec:Uy - - - - - - - - - 8. Sessions are
~ore

___:. ..1ess that 30 -1..nutes

-

~ter

30 minutes

.

sc:hoo.l

sc:hoo.l

_

during the week

_

satardays

9. Tutoring is provided by
certified stat!

parents

non-certified stat!

~-

high school students

community volunteers

_

college/university

stat!
_peers
10. The ratio ot tutors to students is

_ o n e tutor tor every student
_

one tutor tor every 2 or three students

_one.tutor tor every 4 or tive students
U :more that 1:51 .pl.ease spec:ity - - - - The progrut has been in existence tor

11.

_

less than one year

_

more than 1 but less than 2 years

_

2

to

3

_

_

years

3

to 4 years

s· or more years

12. Tutor training consists ot
_

hov to workshops

_

speakers

13.

:r

14.

:r

_

15.
_

hiqh _ h i g h _:moderate _

vould

rat~

very hiqh _

:r

.

.

voul.d rate my overall sat:is:fac:tion vith the program as
~

_

no special. training provided

lov _ v e r y low

student/parent satistac:tion vith. the proqram as
high _

moderate _

lov _

very lov

vould rate c:ounse.lor satist'ac:tion vith the proqram.s as
very high _

high _

llloderate _

lov _

ve:z:y lov

Appendix D

Multi-~se

Questionnaire

District Code
School N'u:mber_
Please check answers

that apply.

Classroem.Teacher~

l.

TU.tor

· · Male
Se~use

2.

Student
Female

ot the tutoring program

l: can see improvement

ln

grades

student readiness. tor class (:books, pencil, paper)
_

class pai-t:icipation

_

homework ·c:ompietion

~

daily attendailce and tardiness
behavior vith other students

bebaVi~ vi°th adults
3.

J: woul.d rate my overall satis~ac:tion ·with the tutoring program

_

very high _

high _lllodei-ate _low __;_very lov

ouefifons · 4 .· !'. arid ·§

4.

:r ua iri the _

5.

Z get help in _Kath

·arc toi=

stndenti· gnly.

grade.
_

Lanquage/Readfng

_sc:ience _social. Studies

s.

l' get

h0me

by

other - - - -

_bas _ear _va.lk.

I( you a;:e a parenttteac;her/prtqr.

turn tbis shee1; gyer.

Questions

7.

My

a.

son/dauqht~r

7, 8.

and 9 are tor parents onlv.

attends tutoring

__once a week

___three times a veek

__twice a week

___more than three times a week

In addition to tutorinq

~help

my child with homework

- once.
a .week .
--.

___thre~ times a week

___twice a week

___m~re than three times a week

PMy.. so:i/~~~ter W.~~d. n~t ·be ~le

9.

to att&nd tuto.r.i,ng i t

transportation were not provided by the school.
No

_:Yes.

Questions 10 and 11 are tor

?e~s:hers/tu;tors.•

~ollowinq in:~ ord~-~! .~or.tance

Place the

vith 1 being

the most important.
'?he success o'/: this program is

10.

~e

__.;,:..

;s~de,n~ ~o;t .2'~. atten~~

_

parent help and .support

direct

.resul~J

o.t

_ t u t o r training.and expertise

u.

-

adlzdnistrative.support and
··.·
.. ·.-·:-: ..·~· ·- ···...

_

school/board policy requirinq attendance

-

othe:.

·

')

~tor('J:µtee.; prc9%'.es~: ..U

......:.._ verbal reports
_

grade checks

.organi~at:ion
. ..
.. ··
•

~t.

i;utorinq

.checked by .us.i;ncI.
...._

anecdotal records
...

U other, please spec:Uy_ _ _ _ __

312/535-3700

Chicago f299

217 /351-3838

Chunpalgn H

708 / U6-1300

Carpenlenville 1300

618/332-3700

Cahokia 1187

309/827-6031

Bloomington f87

815/S«--0301

Belvidere 1100

708/879-46-(5

Batavia 1101

708/381-6300

Barrington 1220

708/~00

Aurora West 1129

708/844-5550

Aurora Ea1t 1131

618/•74-2601

Charley Cllleaple

David P. Crace

Fred Goering

Dr. Cary J. Alllson

Robert Meeker

Jim Blesladeckl

Joseph Yagel

Rebecca Allard

Sue Bertram

Dr. Anthony Turidano

.

Dr. Adrienne Y. Balley

Michael Caln

Prtd Fox

·Robert H. Bresnahan

Rick Laleman

Prank Bell

Janet McAlpln

Dr. Edward A. Poole

Dr. Junes Harris

Dr. Stephen Mldlock

Margaret M. Harrigan

Joseph Tomlinson

John Vichi

Dr. Elmer H. IOrchoCI

SuZAMe E.selngton

Sandy Cordray

Steven Caliendo

Robert H. Jackaon

Robert Hawkins

Dr. John Struck

Dr. Edward E. Hightower Marie Schlckendanz

James B. Balter

Alton 111

f..ersonnel

Curriculum

Finance

District

AUMlNlbi PSAllV !} CONTACTS

David Rudd

NONE

NONE

NONE

Diane StemplN

Sandy Cordray

NONE

Debbie Villera

Dr. Eagle"• OHice

NONE

NONE

Public Relations

trl

><

.....

en
::s
p.

'O

~

708/420-6311

Naperville 1203

309/757-lSOO

Moline 140

217 /235-5446

Mattoon 12

618/993-2321

Marion 12

708/438-2831

Lake Zurich 195

815/933-0700

Kankakee 1111

217/243-9411

Mol\4ln Dada

Terry Kramer

Jim Arnholt

Teddy L. Jeter

Lee 0. Eakrlght

Harry Menzel

John Conklin

Jacksonville 1117

708/851-6161

Doug Gallols/
Peter Gombert

John Canova

Indian Prairie 1204

815/ 654-4500

Harlem 1122

618/451-5800

Granite City 19

CeneLogas

Michael Jacoby

Geneva 1304

708/232-0678

Finance

District

Dr. Christine Rauscher

Dr. Keith Erickson

Tom David

Meda Thompson

Dr. Sharon Kramer

Mary Johnston

Tom Smith

Howard Crouse/
Thomas Gibbs

John Hurley

Thomas Holloway I
Ron Stem

Cheryl Kopecky

Curriculum

Dr. Michael Kiser

William Lehmann

Tom David

Meda Thompson

Dr. Sharon Kramer

S. Allen Lawrence

Dan Glenn

Dr. Joseph Chlusolo

Nancy Flanagan

F. Pat Schuman

Michael Jacoby

Personnel

ADMINISTRATIVE CONT ACTS

Mary Ann Bobosky

Joy Boruff

NONE

NONE

Ginny Wagner

Nina Epstein

NONE

Penny Catour-Ledford

NONE

NONE

NONE

Public Relations

Dr. Bernadette Kissel

Ferdinand Mandolini

Ida Cockrum

Sharon Armstrong

Sheryl Grever

Mary Johnston

Helen Klostermann

Michael Byrne

Curt Clouse

Dr. William Stuart Mills

Debbie Brouman

Special Ed

708/377-4802

SI. Charles 1303

217/525-3002

Springfield 1186

708/546-5522

Round lake 1116

815/966-3101

Rockford 1205

309 /793-5900

Rock lslandHl

217 /X13-~00

Quincy 1172

815/439-3240

Plainfield 1202

309 / 672-6767

Peoria 1150

708/554-3447

Oswegol308

708/689-8150

North Chicago 1187

309/452-4476

Normal 15

District

Harvl!y L Jenkins

Agnes Nunn

Kurt Valentin

Douglas Wells

Michael Oberhaus

Mick Schildt

Sieve langerl

Roger Kilpatrick

Dr. John Markley

Sandra S. Wright

Grace Curry

Dr. Ellyn Zlmmennan

Janet Jones

James Davis

Carol Mickle

Jon Balke

Dr. Melvin Hines/
Mr. Robert Carrescla

Dr. Marsha Bollendorf

Roycealee J. Wood

Dr. Peter J. McFarlane

Harold l. Dunham

Marlin McConahay

Curriculum

Finance

Robert A. Graham

Gary Sullivan

Linda Wiltberger

Denni• Harezl1k

Vacant

Paul Duker

Christine Robertson

Dr.JeromeGreer

Gordon Postlewaite

Marlin McConahay

G. Lawrence Daghe

P er!!!.!!!!!tl.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTACTS

NONE

Sarah Nel1on

Linda Wiltberger

James Jenning•

Robert Swanson

Paul Duker

NONE

John Day

NONE

Roycealee J. Wood

Brenda W. Melcher

Public Relations

Virginia S.

Donna Lynn

B~one

Dr. Rebecca J. Volkert

Gary Bishop

Susan Reading

Dr. Joe Boeke

Dr. Jack Matheney

Elliott lenoff

Vauna Powell/laura
Lougee

Dr. Charles D. Hartseil

Special Ed

815 / 338-8200

Woodstock 11200

708/682-2000

Wheaton 11200

708/336-3100

Waukegan/160

SlS/886-2700

Valley View 365U

217 /384-3636

Urbana 11116

Ray Reynolds

Cynthia Heidorn

Walter Edwards

Allen Albus

Carol B. Baker

Luke Glowiak

Sterling 115

815/ 625-3620

Finance

District

Dr. Barbara
Levandowski

Gail Galloway I
James Peterson

Dr. Elaine Trivelli

Dr. Annette Moore

Robert Nielsen

Curt Schmitt

Curriculum

Roger Wilson

Dr. Victoria Taylor

Dr. Peter Alvino

Benjamin Cooper

Barbara Banker

DenieYoung

NONE

NONE

NONE

Mary Ellen Wilkinson

B. J. Wolf

Preston Williams

Public Relations

Personnel

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTACrs

Dr. Hollis Ravitz

Myron Dagley

Jack Pitsch

Susan Baker-Ory

Luke Glowiak

SQecial Ed

